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Abstract
The large domain discrepancy between faces captured
in polarimetric (or conventional) thermal and visible do-
main makes cross-domain face recognition quite a chal-
lenging problem for both human-examiners and computer
vision algorithms. Previous approaches utilize a two-step
procedure (visible feature estimation and visible image re-
construction) to synthesize the visible image given the cor-
responding polarimetric thermal image. However, these
are regarded as two disjoint steps and hence may hinder
the performance of visible face reconstruction. We argue
that joint optimization would be a better way to reconstruct
more photo-realistic images for both computer vision algo-
rithms and human-examiners to examine. To this end, this
paper proposes a Generative Adversarial Network-based
Visible Face Synthesis (GAN-VFS) method to synthesize
more photo-realistic visible face images from their corre-
sponding polarimetric images. To ensure that the encoded
visible-features contain more semantically meaningful in-
formation in reconstructing the visible face image, a guid-
ance sub-network is involved into the training procedure.
To achieve photo realistic property while preserving dis-
criminative characteristics for the reconstructed outputs,
an identity loss combined with the perceptual loss are opti-
mized in the framework. Multiple experiments evaluated on
different experimental protocols demonstrate that the pro-
posed method achieves state-of-the-art performance.
1. Introduction
Face recognition is one of the most widely studied topics
in computer vision. In recent years, methods based on deep
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have shown impres-
sive performance improvements for face recognition prob-
lems [17, 22, 27]. Even though these methods are able to
address many challenges such as the low-resolution, pose
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 1: Sample results of our proposed method, GAN-
VSF. (a) Input Polarimetric image. (b) Ground truth visible
image. (c) Estimated visible image using GAN-VSF from
the image shown in (a). (d), (e), and (f) are the DoG filtered
images corresponding to the images shown in (a), (b), and
(c), respectively.
variation and illumination variation to some extent, they
are specifically designed for recognizing face images that
are collected near-visible spectrum. They often do not per-
form well on the face images captured from other domains
such as polarimetric [6, 20, 23], infrared [11, 16] or mil-
limeter wave [3] due to significant phenomenological dif-
ferences as well as a lack of sufficient training data. Distri-
butional change between thermal and visible images makes
thermal-to-visible face recognition very challenging. Vari-
ous methods have been developed in the literature for bridg-
ing this gap, seeking to develop a cross-domain face recog-
nition algorithm [21, 1, 13, 24]. In particular, recent works
have proposed using the polarization-state information of
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thermal emissions to enhance the performance of cross-
spectrum face recognition [6, 20, 23]. It has been shown that
polarimetric-thermal images capture geometric and textural
details of faces that are not present in the conventional ther-
mal facial imagery [23]. As a result, the use of polarization-
state information can perform better than using only con-
ventional thermal imaging for face recognition.
Previous approaches have attempted to improve the
cross-domain face recognition performance, however, it is
still of great importance to guarantee that the human exam-
iners can identify whether the given polarimetric and the
visible image share the same identity or not. Consider the
polarimetric face image shown in Figure 1(a). The corre-
sponding visible image is shown in Figure 1(b). As can
be seen from these images, it is extremely difficult for ei-
ther human-examiners or existing face recognition systems
to determine whether these two images share the same iden-
tity. Hence, methods that can automatically generate high
quality visible images from their corresponding polarimet-
ric images are needed.
One such method was recently proposed in [20]. How-
ever, it suffers from the following drawbacks. 1) The pro-
cedures of visible feature extraction and image reconstruc-
tion are not jointly optimized and hence may degrade the re-
construction performance. 2) The recovered images are not
photo realistic and hence may hinder the verification perfor-
mance. In this work, we take a major step towards address-
ing these two issues. In order to optimize the overall algo-
rithm jointly, a generative adversarial network (GAN) based
approach with a guidance sub-network is proposed to gener-
ate more sharp visible faces. Furthermore, to generate more
photo realistic images and to make sure that the generated
images contain highly discriminative information, an iden-
tity loss combined with the perceptual loss is included in
the optimization. Quantitative and qualitative experiments
evaluated on four different polarimetric-to-visible settings
demonstrate that the proposed method can achieve state-of-
the-art performance as compared to previous methods.
Samples results of the proposed Generative Adversarial
Network-based Visible Face Synthesis (GAN-VFS) method
are shown in Figure 1. Given the polarimetric face images
shown in Figure 1(a), our method automatically synthesizes
a visible image shown in Figure 1(c), which is very close to
the ground truth visible image shown in Figure 1(b). Images
in Figure 1(d)-(f) show the difference-of-Gaussian (DoG)
filtered images corresponding to the images shown in Fig-
ure 1(a)-(c).
2. Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
Generative Adversarial Networks were proposed by
Goodfellow et al. in [4] to synthesize realistic images by
effectively learning the distribution of training images. The
authors adopted a game theoretic min-max optimization
framework to simultaneously train two models: a genera-
tive model, G, and a discriminative model, D. The suc-
cess of GANs in synthesizing realistic images has led to re-
searchers exploring the adversarial loss for numerous low-
level vision applications such as style transfer [14], im-
age in-painting [18], image to image translation [19], im-
age super-resolution [12], image de-raining [30] and crowd
counting [25]. Inspired by the success of these methods, we
propose to use the adversarial loss to learn the distribution
of visible face images for their accurate estimation.
3. Proposed Method
Instead of optimizing the two procedures (visible feature
estimation and visible image reconstruction) separately, a
new unified GAN-based framework is proposed in this sec-
tion. In the following sub-sections, we discuss these impor-
tant parts in detail starting with the GAN objective function
followed by details of the proposed network and the loss
functions.
3.1. GAN Objective Function
In order to learn a good generator G so as to fool the
learned discriminator D and to make the discriminator D
good enough to distinguish synthesized visible image from
real ground truth, the proposed method alternatively up-
dates G and D following the structure proposed in [8, 30].
Given an input polarimetric image X , conditional GAN
aims to learn a mapping function to generate output image
Y by solving the following optimization problem:
min
G
max
D
EX∼pdata(X) [log(1−D(X,G(X)))]+
EX∼pdata(X,Y ) [logD(X,Y )].
(1)
3.2. Network Overview
The process of transforming the image from polarimet-
ric domain to visible domain can be regarded as a pixel-
level image regression problem. Basically, the transform-
ing procedure can be divided into two separated processes
as discussed in [20]. Firstly, a set of features that can aid the
process of reconstructing visible image are extracted from
the given polarimetric images. Then, an optimization pro-
cedure is proposed to reconstruct the corresponding visible
face images via those learned visible features. Even though
the previous method [20] achieves very good performance
in transforming the image from polarimetric domain to vis-
ible domain via the proposed two steps, the proposed two
steps are not jointly learned and optimized. In other words,
the proposed two-step method has to rely on the assumption
that the learned features contain semantically meaningful
information in reconstructing the visible face images.
To overcome this issue and to relax that assumption,
a unified GAN-based synthesis network that can directly
Figure 2: Overview of the proposed GAN-VFS method. It contains three modules. (a) Visible feature extraction module,
(b) Guidance sub-network and (c) Visible image reconstruction module. Firstly, the visible feature is extracted from the raw
polarimetric image. Then, to make sure that the learned feature can better reconstruct the visible image, a guidance sub-
network is involved into the optimization. Finally, the guided feature is used to reconstruct the photo realistic visible image
using the combination of different losses.
learn an end-to-end mapping between the polarimetric
image and its corresponding visible image is proposed.
The whole network contains an encoder-decoder structure,
where the learned visible features can be regarded as the
outputs of the encoder part and input for the decoder part.
To guarantee the reconstructability of the encoded features
and to make sure that the leaned features contain semantic
information, a guidance sub-network [28], is introduced at
the end of the visible feature extraction part. The overall
network architecture is shown in Figure 2.
To overcome the side effect of blurry results brought by
the traditional Euclidean loss (LE loss) 1 and to discrim-
inate the generated visible face images from their corre-
sponding ground truth, a GAN structure is deployed. Even
though GAN’s structure can generate more reasonable re-
sults compared to the tradition LE loss, as will be shown
later, the results generated by the traditional GAN contain
undesirable facial artifacts, resulting in a less photo realistic
image. To address this issue and meanwhile generate visu-
ally pleasing results, the perceptual loss is included in our
work, where the perceptual loss is evaluated on pre-trained
VGG-16 models, as discussed in [9, 29].
As the ultimate goal of the our proposed synthesis
method is to guarantee that human examiners can identify
the person given his synthesized face images, it is also im-
portant to involve the discriminative information into con-
sideration. Similar to the perceptual loss, we propose an
identity loss that is evaluated on a certain layer of the fine-
tuned VGG-Polar model. The VGG-Polar model is fine-
tuned using the visible images with its corresponding labels
1We use LE loss to represent the Euclidean loss throughout the paper.
from the Polarimetric-Visible dataset [6].
3.3. Network Structure
Figure 2 gives an overview of the proposed synthesis
framework. We adopt an encoder-decoder structure as the
basis in the generator part. Basically, the proposed genera-
tor can be divided into two parts. Firstly, a set of convolu-
tional layers with stride 2 combined with a set of residual
blocks [9] are regarded as visible feature estimation part.
Specifically, the residual blocks are composed of two con-
volutional layers with 3×3 kernels and 64 feature maps fol-
lowed by batch-normalization layers [7] and PReLU [5] as
the activation function. Then, a set of transpose convolu-
tional layers with stride 2 are denoted as the visible im-
age reconstruction procedure. To make sure that the trans-
formed features contain enough semantic information, a
guided sub-part is enforced in the network. Meanwhile,
to make the generated visible face images indistinguishable
from the ground truth visible face images, a CNN-based dif-
ferentiable discriminator is used as a guidance to guide the
generator in generating better visual results. For the dis-
criminator, we use PatchGANs [8] to discriminate whether
the given images are real or fake.
The structure of the proposed discriminator network is
as follows:
CB(32)-CBP(64)-CBP(128)-CBP(256)-CBP(256)-C(1)-
Sigmoid,
whereC represents the covolutional layer, P indicates Prelu
[5] and B denotes as batch-normalization [7]. The number
in the bracket represents the number of output feature maps
of the corresponding layer.
3.4. Loss Functions
The proposed method contains the following loss func-
tions: the Euclidean LE(G) loss enforced on the recovered
visible image, the LE loss enforced on the guidance part,
the adversarial loss to guarantee more sharp results, the per-
ceptual loss to preserve more photo realistic details and the
identity loss to preserve more distinguishable information
for the outputs. The overall loss function is defined as fol-
lows
Lall = LE + LE(G) + λALA + λPLP + λILI , (2)
where LE denotes the Euclidean loss, LE(G) denotes the
Euclidean loss on the guidance sub-network, LA represents
the adversarial loss, LP indicates the perceptual loss and
LI is the identity loss. Here, λA, λP and λI are the corre-
sponding weights.
The LE and the adversarial losses are defined as follows:
LE , LE(G) =
1
WH
W∑
w=1
H∑
h=1
‖φG(I)w,h − Y w,ht ‖2, (3)
LA = − log(φD(φG(I)c,w,h), (4)
where I is the input polarimetric image, Yt is the ground
truth visible image, W × H is the dimension of the input
image, φG is the generator sub-network G and φD is the
discriminator sub-network D.
As the perceptual loss and the identity losses are evalu-
ated on a certain layer of the given CNN model, both can be
defined as follows:
LP,I =
1
CiWiHi
Ci∑
c=1
Wi∑
w=1
Hi∑
h=1
‖V (φE(I))c,w,h−V (Yt)c,w,h‖2,
(5)
where Yt is the ground truth visible image, φE is the pro-
posed generator, V represents a non-linear CNN transfor-
mation and Ci,Wi, Hi are the dimensions of a certain high
level layer V , which differs for perceptual and identity
losses.
3.5. Implementation
The entire network is trained on a Nvidia Titan-X GPU
using the Torch-7 framework [2]. We choose λA = 0.005
for the adversarial loss, λP = 0.8 for the perceptual loss
and λI = 0.1 for the identity loss. During training, we
use ADAM [10] as the optimization algorithm with learning
rate of 8 × 10−4 and batch size of 3 images. All the pre-
processed training samples are resized to 256 × 256. The
perceptual loss is evaluated on relu3-1 layers the in the pre-
trained VGG [17] model. The identity loss is evaluated on
the relu2-2 layer of the fine-tuned VGG-Polar model.
4. Experimental Results
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed approach by conducting various experiments on a
unique dataset that contains polarimetric and visible image
pairs from 60 subjects [6]. Basically, a polarimetric im-
age, referred as Stokes images is composed of three chan-
nels: S0, S1 and S2. Here, S0 represents the conventional
thermal image, whereas S1 and S2 represent the horizon-
tal/vertical and diagonal polarization-state information, re-
spectively. The dataset was collected at three distances:
Range 1 (2.5 m), Range 2 (5 m), and Range 3 (7.5 m). Fol-
lowing the protocol defined in [20], we only use the data
corresponding to range 1 (baseline and expression). In par-
ticular, 30 subjects from range 1 are selected for training
and the remaining 30 subjects are used for evaluation. We
repeat this process multiple times and report average results.
We evaluate the performance of different methods on the
tightly cropped DoG filtered images [20]. We also conduct
another set of experiments to directly transfer the polarimet-
ric images to visible images. To summarize, our proposed
network is evaluated on the following four protocols:
(a) Conventional thermal (S0) to Visible (Vis). 2
(b) Polarimetric thermal (Polar) to Visible (Vis).
(c) DoG of S0 (S0-DoG) to DoG of Visible (Vis-DoG).
(d) DoG of Polarimetric thermal (Polar-DoG) to DoG of
Visible (Vis-DoG).
4.1. Ablation Study
In order to better demonstrate the improvements ob-
tained by different modules in the proposed network, we
perform an ablation study involving the following experi-
ments: 1) Polar to Visible estimation with only LE loss,
2) Polar to Visible estimation with LE loss and guidance
LE loss, 3) Polar to Visible estimation with GAN, LE
and guidanceLE loss, (4) Polar to Visible estimation with
GAN, LE , guidance LE loss and perceptual loss, and fi-
nally (5) Polar to Visible estimation with all five losses.
Due to the space limitations, the ablation study is only eval-
uated on the polar-to-visible image synthesis experiments.
Two reconstruction results are shown in Figure 3. It can
be observed from the results that the LE loss itself gener-
ates much blurry faces. Even though the results with LE
guidance sub-network are slightly better with more details,
they are still very blured and many high frequency details
are missing. By involving the GAN structure in the pro-
posed methods, more details are added to the results. But
it can be observed that GAN itself produces images with
artifacts. The introduction of the perceptual loss in the pro-
posed framework is able to tackle the artifacts better and
makes the results visually pleasing. Finally, the combina-
2Conventional thermal (it is also referred as S0 in this paper.) measures
the total intensity of thermal emissions.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (h)
Figure 3: Comparisons of visible face images synthesized with different experimental configurations. (a) Raw polarimetric
images. (b) Ground truth visible images. (c) Reconstructed images with only LE loss. (d) Reconstructed images with LE
loss and guidance LE loss. (e) Reconstructed images with GAN, LE and guidance LE loses. (f) Reconstructed images with
GAN, LE , guidance LE and perceptual losses. (h) Reconstructed images using with all five losses.
tion of all five losses can generate more reasonable results.
To better demonstrate the effectiveness of the different
losses in the proposed methods, we plot the receiver oper-
ating characteristic (ROC) curves corresponding to the dis-
cussed five different network settings. The results are shown
in Figure 4. All the verification results are evaluated on
the deep features extracted from the VGG-face model [17]
without fine-tuning. From the ROC curves, it can be clearly
observed that even though the identity loss does not produce
visually different results, it can bring in more discriminative
information.
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Figure 4: The ROC curves corresponding to the ablation
study.
4.2. Comparison with State-of-art Methods
To demonstrate the improvements achieved by the pro-
posed method, it is compared against recent state-of-the-art
methods on the discussed datasets. In particular, we com-
pare the performance of our method with that of the follow-
ing two recent methods: Mahendran. et al. [15] and Riggan.
et al. [20].
As discussed above, four sets of experiments are con-
ducted in evaluating the performance both qualitatively and
quantitatively. Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and struc-
tural similarity (SSIM) [26] are used to evaluate the synthe-
sized image quality performance of different methods.
Results corresponding to the proposed method and re-
cent state-of-the-art methods on two sample images from
the test dataset are shown in Figure 5. It can be observed
from all four experiments (S0-Vis, Polar-Vis, S0-Vis (DoG)
and Polar-Vis (DoG)) that the recovered results from our
proposed method (last row) are more photo realistic and
tend to recover more details. This can be clearly seen by
comparing the eye regions of the recovered images.
The quantitative results evaluated using PSNR and SSIM
are tabulated in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. It can be
clearly observed that the proposed method is able to achieve
superior quantitative performance compared the previous
approaches. These results highlight the significance of us-
ing a GAN-based approach to image synthesis.
Table 1: The average PSNR (dB) results corresponding to
different methods.
Mahendran. et al. [15] Riggan. et al. [20] GAN-VFS
S0-Vis 9.58 12.09 17.11
Poalr-Vis 9.85 12.54 17.64
S0-Vis (DoG) 11.05 15.02 16.84
Poalr-Vis (DoG) 11.72 15.64 17.13
4.2.1 Face Verification Results
As the goal of synthesizing the visible image given the po-
larimetric image is to improve the verification results both
for human examiners and computer vision algorithms, it is
S0-Vis (DoG) Polar-Vis (DoG) S0-Vis Polar-Vis
Raw
Ground Truth
Mahendran et al. [15]
Riggan et al. [20]
GAN-VFS
Figure 5: Sample results corresponding to different methods on four protocols.
also important to evaluate how the recovered visible images
work in face verification tasks. In this section, we pro-
pose to use the performance of face verification as a metric
to evaluate the polarimetric-to-visible face synthesis algo-
rithms. The experimental details are as follows: The ground
truth images from all the 30 testing subjects are regarded as
the gallery set and the reconstructed visible images from
the corresponding polarimetric images in the same 30 sub-
jects are regarded as the probe set. All the verification re-
sults are evaluated on the deep features extracted from the
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Figure 6: The verification results corresponding to different methods in terms of the ROC curves. (a) Polarimetric to Visible.
(b) Polarimetric to Visible (DoG). (c) S0 to Visible. (d) S0 to Visible (DoG).
Table 2: The average SSIM results corresponding to differ-
ent methods.
Mahendran. et al. [15] Riggan. et al. [20] GAN-VFS
S0-Vis 0.2302 0.4342 0.5491
Poalr-Vis 0.2524 0.4423 0.5603
S0-Vis (DoG) 0.1785 0.2302 0.2604
Poalr-Vis (DoG) 0.1805 0.2404 0.2672
VGG-face model [17] without fine-tuning. Figure 6 plots
the ROC curves corresponding to four experimental proto-
cols. The area under the curve (AUC) and equal error rate
(EER) results are reported in Table 3. From these results, it
can be observed that the proposed method achieves the best
performance evaluated on all four protocols. Meanwhile, it
can be also observed that the reconstruction of the visible
images from S0-Vis and Polar-Vis achieve better verifica-
tion results compared to their corresponding DoG versions.
This is mainly due to the fact that while extracting VGG
features from the DoG filtered images, the network was not
fine-tuned based on DoG images. Therefore, features ex-
tracted for S0-Vis and Polar-Vis are better than features for
their corresponding DoG versions.
Table 3: The average EER and AUC results corresponding
to different methods.
Raw
Mahendran
et al. [15]
Riggan
et al. [20] GAN-VFS
AUC
S0-Vis 58.64% 59.25% 68.52% 79.30%
Polar-Vis 50.35% 58.38% 75.83% 79.90%
S0-Vis (DoG) 56.09% 57.04% 60.57% 70.15%
Polar-Vis (DoG) 59.54% 59.02% 67.31 70.41%
EER
S0-Vis 43.96% 43.56% 34.36% 27.34%
Polar-Vis 48.96% 44.56% 33.20% 25.17%
S0-Vis (DoG) 46.48% 47.21% 41.27% 36.25%
Polar-Vis (DoG) 43.33% 43.04% 37.23% 34.58%
5. Conclusion
We presented a new GAN-VFS network for synthesizing
photo realistic visible face images from the corresponding
polarimetric images. In contrast to the previous methods
that regarded visible feature extraction and visible image
reconstruction as two separate processes, we took a differ-
ent approach in which these two steps are jointly optimized.
Quantitative and qualitative experiments evaluated on a real
polarimetric-visible dataset demonstrated that the proposed
method is able to achieve significantly better results as com-
pared to the recent state-of-the-art methods. In addition, an
ablation study was performed to demonstrate the improve-
ments obtained by different losses in the proposed method.
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